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CONGRUENCE RELATIONS AND MULTIPLICITY
TYPES OF ALGEBRAS

B. JONSSON AND T. P. WHALEY

Given two multiplicity types μ and μ'', the following two
conditions are shown to be equivalent: (1) For every algebra
A of multiplicity type μ there exists an algebra Af of multi-
plicity type μf such that A and A' have exactly the same con-
gruence relations. (2) For every k > 0, μk + μk+1 + ^ μί +

Introduction* Given an algebra A = < U, /<(i e /)>, we let Con (A)
be the lattice of congruence relations over A. By the multiplicity
type of A we mean the sequence μ = (μ0, μlf , μn, •> where μn is
the number of indices i for which the rank of /< is n. The purpose
of this paper is to prove the following result:

THEOREM. If μ and μf are multiplicity types with the property
that for every algebra A of the multiplicity type μ there exists an
algebra A' of the multiplicity type μ' such that Con (A) = Con (Af),
then μk + μk+ί + ^ μ'k + μ'k+1 + for k = 1, 2, .. -.

This result was conjectured in [3], and the special case k — 1 was
proved in [5]. The theorem was announced in [4] for the case when
the multiplicity types are finite, and in [2] without that restriction.

The converse of our theorem is also true; its proof easily reduces
to an elementary but somewhat tedious set-theoretic argument. Rough-
ly, we want to show that if the given inequalities hold, then any
algebra of the multiplicity type μ can be transformed into an algebra
of the multiplicity type μ' by adding dummy arguments to some of
the operations and by introducing new operations that do not affect
the congruence relations. (Since operations of rank zero do not affect
the congruence relations, we may assume that μ0 = μ[ = 0.) It is
clearly sufficient to show that, given two sets / and /', partitioned
into subsets In and Γny respectively, with | In \ — μn and | Γn\ = μ\
(n — 1, 2, •••), there exists a one-to-one map φ: I—> F such that, for
each i e In, Φ(i) belongs to some Fm with m^n. The existence of
such a map will certainly be assured if we show that /' can be par-
titioned into subsets Jn with μn ^ | Jn \ for n = 1, 2, in such a way
that each member of Jn belongs to some Fm with m ^ n. We shall
in fact construct a double sequence of sets Jp,n(p ^ 0, n ^ 1) with
jrOfΛ = F% in such a way that

(a) for a fixed p, the sets JPtn form a partitioning of /',
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(b) Jp+Uk = Jp>k for k = 1, 2, , p.
(c) each member of Jp>n belongs to some Jp+Uk with k ^ n
(d) μn£ \Jn>n\ for π = 1,2, . . . .

The sets Jn = Jn,n are then easily seen to form the required partition-
ing of /'.

The sets JPt% are defined successively for p = 1, 2, «, and for
the purpose of the recursive definition we require the cardinals μPtn =
JPt% I to satisfy the further condition that

(e) μk + μk+ί + £ μPtk + μ9tk+1 + for k = 1, 2, . .
This condition is satisfied by hypothesis for p = 0. Assuming that
the sets Jp>n have been defined for a given value of p, we indicate
how the sets Jp+Un are to be chosen, but leave it to the reader to
verify that the conditions (a)-(e) are satisfied.

We let Jp+Un = JP,n for n = 1, 2, - -, p, but consider three cases
in defining the sets Jp+Un with n > p.

Case 1. μp,n is infinite for some n > p.

For n > p + 1 let Jp+Un = Jp,n if μp>n is finite, but if μPtΛ is infi-
nite, partition Jp,n into two sets, Jp+Un and Kφ>n, both of cardinality
μPtn. Let Jp+lfP+1 be the union of JPίP+ί and of the sets KPtn.

Case 2. μp>n is finite for all n > p, but μp>n Φ 0 for infinitely
many values of n.

In this case the set JPtP+2 U JPtP+9 U is countably infinite, and
its members can be arranged into a sequence without repetitions, say
Gi, 2̂, α8, , in such a way that the members of Jp>n always precede
the members of Jp,n+1. Let Jp+Up+1 consist of the elements of JPtP+ί

together with the odd numbered terms of this sequence. hetJp+Up+2

be the set consisting of the first μp,p+2 even numbered terms of this
sequence, Jp+ltP+9 the set consisting of the next μPfP+9 even numbered
terms, etc.

Case 3. μp,n is finite for all n > p and equals zero for all but
finitely many n > p.

Choose m so that μPtn = 0 for n > p + m. Then μn — 0 for n >
p + m. The elements of the set JPtP+1 U JPtP+i U U Jp,P+m can be
arranged into a finite sequence without repetitions, say alf α2, •--, aq,
in such a way that the members of JPfP+n always precede the members
of JP,P+n-i- Let Jp+ltP+n = 0 for n > m, let Jp+up+m be the set con-

sisting of the first μp+m terms of the sequence, J"p+liP+m«1 the set
consisting of the next ^ p + m _! terms, etc. Finally, let Jp+i,p+1 be the
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set consisting of all the terms that remain after Jp+lfP+m, Jp+up+m_lf ,
JP+UP+2 have been defined.

1* Preliminaries* If V is any set and n is a positive integer,
then we let n V be the set of all ̂ -termed sequences x = (x0, xl9 , a?n_!>
of elements of V. In particular, 2V if the universal equivalence rela-
tion over V. We let idF be the identity relation over V, or the
identity map of V onto itself. If V is a subset of the domain of the
function /, then / \ V is the restriction of / to V. If θ is an equiva-
lence relation over V9 then for ue V we let u/θ be the #-class to
which u belongs, and for xenV we let x/θ = (xo/θ, xjθ, , xn-JΘ}.

Since the indexing of the operations is usually not important,
we often regard algebras simply as ordered pairs A = < U, F} con-
sisting of a nonempty set U and a set F of operations over U, and
we then write Con (U, F) for Con (A). If X £ 2U, then we let con^ (X)
be the smallest congruence relation θ over A with I g ^ . If X con-
sists of a single ordered pair <#, y}, then we write con^ (x9 y) for
con^ (X). Thus con^ (x, y) is the smallest congruence relation over
A that identifies x and y. The following three statements hold for
an arbitrary algebra A = <C7;/1(ie /)>.

(1.1) If the equivalence relation # over U identifies all the ele-
ments in the range of fi for each ie /, then θeCon(A).

(1.2) Suppose x, y, ze U and z =t= x, y, and let 0 = con4 (#, ?/). If
z does not belong to the range of any of the operations fi9 then
z/θ = {z}.

(1.3) Suppose x,yeU, and let θ = con^ (x, y). If neither x nor
2/ belongs to the range of any of the operations fif then x/θ = {x9 y}.

The proof of (1.1) is trivial. Under the hypothesis of (1.2), φ =
\U — {z}) U {{z, z)} is a congruence relation over A by (1.1), and
therefore θ £ ^, hence s/0 = {2;}. To prove (1.3) we use a similar
argument, taking φ = 2(Z7 - {a?, 1/}) U 2fe 1/}.

By a translation of an operation p over U we mean an operation
pr obtained from p by fixing some of the arguments. If G is a set
of operations over U, and if G' is the set of all unary translations
of operations in G, then Con (£7, G) = Con (U, G'). We let P(A) be
the set of all operations over U that preserve all the congruence
relations over A, and we let Pn(A) be the set of all members of P(A)
that are of rank n. Obviously every algebraic function over A be-
longs to P(A)y and every translation of a member of P(A) belongs
to P(A). Our interest in these functions stems from the obvious fact
that if G is any set of operations over U with Con (A) = Con(ϊ7, G),
then G S P(A).
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We shall have occasion to work with partial algebras, where the
maps are not necessarily defined for all values of the arguments
(partial operations). The notion of a congruence relation over a partial
algebra is assumed to be familiar, and the notation con^ (X) and
con (̂α;, y) will be applied also to these structures. Following [1], we
call a congruence relation θ over A strong if for every ίe I, and for
every sequence x in the domain of fif every sequence y with xjθ = y/θ
also belongs to the domain of /;. The notion of a free closure of a
partial algebra A! = < U', fl{i e /)> will play a crucial role. By this
we mean an algebra A — < U, fi(i e I)} such that A' is a partial sub-
algebra of A, A is generated by U', and every homomorphism of A'
into another algebra B can be extended to a homomorphism of A into
B. A more constructive description of free closures can be found e.g.
in [1], §15 and in [3], §4.5. Following [3], call a partial algebra
B = < V, g{(i e /)> a one-point extension of A' if there exist ye V — U',
jel, and xenU', where n is the rank of fjf such that

V= U'V{y}, ffy=/JU {<»,»>},

and Qi = fί whenever j Φίel. We recall from [3], Corollary 4.5.6:

(1.4) A is a free closure of A' iff for some ordinal a there exist
partial algebras Bξ = < Vξ, gζΛ{i e I)} (ξ ^ a) such that

( i ) Bo = A! and Ba = A.
(ii) For every ordinal ξ < a, Bζ+1 is a one-point extension of Bζ.
(iii) For every limit ordinal λ ^ α, Bλ is the union of the partial

algebras Bξ with ζ < λ.
Suppose now that A is a free closure of A'. The following facts

are well known, except possibly the last two.

(1.5) Suppose ίel, and the rank of /< is %. If xenU and
fi(x) e U', then x belongs to the domain of /{.

(1.6) If φ e Con (A') and θ = conA (^), then θ is an extension of
φ; i.e., 0 - #n 2U'.

(1.7) For any strong congruence relation φ over A', ^ U 2(ί7 — £7')
is a congruence relation over A.

(1.8) If φ is a strong congruence relation over A', and if θ —
conA(φ), then x/θ = x/φ for all xe U'.

(1.9) For any elements x, y e U that are not both in U'f con4 (x, y)
identifies no two distinct members of U'.

(1.10) If A' is not an algebra, then for each x e U, the intersec-
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tion of all the relations con4 (x, y) with y e U — U' is ΊάL.

Proof of (1.5). Let Bξ{ζ £ a) be as in (1.4). If x is not in the
domain of /•, then there is an ordinal ζ < a such that x is in the
domain of gξ+lti9 but is not in the domain of gξΛ. It follows by the
definition of one-point extensions that f^x) = gξ+lti(x) is the unique
member of Vξ+1 — Vv and therefore does not belong to U'.

Proof of (1.6). The canonical homomorphism of A onto A!\φ can
be extended to a homomorphism h of A onto the free closure of A'/φ
(or onto some other closure of A'jφ). The kernel ψ of h is a con-
gruence relation over A with ^ i ^ g f and ψ n 2Ur = φ. Therefore,
ΘΠ2U' = φ.

Proofs of (1.7) and (1.8). Let ψ = φ U \U - U'). Consider any
iel, let the rank of ft be n, and suppose x,yenU and X/Ί/Γ = T//Ί/Γ.

If either x oτ y belongs to the domain of /•, then they both do, and
x/φ = y/φ, hence the elements fi(x) = f[{x) and fi(y) = /'(?/) are iden-
tified by φ, and therefore also by ψ. If α; and ?/ are not in the do-
main of fi, then /<(») and f{(y) belong to U - TJf by (1.5), and they
are therefore identified by ψ. This proves (1.7), and (1.8) follows,
since φ Q θ Q ψ.

Proof of (1.9). Let Bζ(ξ ^ a) be as in (1.4), and observe that A
is a free closure of each of the partial algebras Bξ. We may assume
that x and y are distinct and do not both belong to U'. Hence there
exists ξ < a such that Vξ+1 contains both x and y, but Vζ contains
only one of the two; say xe VξJ ye Vξ+1 — Vζ. Then, since no se-
quence containing y as one of its terms belongs to the domain of any
of the operations gξ+uif we have

con5 f + 1 (x, y) = {(x, y), {y, x}} U idF f + 1 .

Now applying (1.6) with A replaced by Bξ+ί and with φ = conBξ+ί (x, y),
we get

2Uf ΓΊ con^ (x, y) = 2U' Π con^ (φ)2

Proof of (1.10). Again let Bξ(ξ ^ a) be as in (1.4). Observe that
a must be a limit ordinal, for Bζ+1 always lacks the closure property.
In fact, if y is the unique member of Vξ+1 — Vξ, then no sequence
that has y as one of its terms belongs to the domain of any of the
operations g^+lti. (Recall that we are excluding operations of rank
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zero. Statement (1.10) is false when there are no operations of posi-
tive rank.) Given z,ueU with z Φ u, we can therefore find £ < a
such that x, z, ue Vξ. Choosing yeU — Vξ, we apply (1.9) with A!
replaced by Bξ to infer that con^ (x, y) does not identify z and u.

2. A basic lemma* The result to be proved here is in fact the
special case of our theorem in which the multiplicity type μ is of the
form <0, 0, , 0, 1,0, •>, with an additional condition imposed on
the algebra.

LEMMA. For any positive integer k and any cardinal m, there
exists an algebra B = <F, g} such that the rank of g is k, there is
no subset G of P^^B) with Con (B) = Con (V, G) and \G\ < m, and
there exist two distinct elements in V that do not belong to the range
of g.

We may assume that k > 1, since the case k = 1 is trivial. It
is clear that if the conclusion of the lemma holds for a given value
of m, then it holds for all smaller values, and [we may therefore
assume without loss of generality that m is infinite.

We begin the proof of the lemma by recalling the basic construc-
tion from [5]. Choose a set I with \ I\ = m; for convenience assume
that 0 ί /, and let /' = IU {0}. Choose distinct elements aif b{ asso-
ciated with the indices i e Γ, and let W be the set of all these ele-
ments a; and bi. For ίe Γ define /^(α0) = α;> hi(b0) = bif and hι{x) = x
whenever xe W — {a0, b0}. As is shown in [5], the algebra C —
(W,hi(iel)} has the property that there is no subset G of PiC)^
with Con(C) = Con(W, G) and \G\ < m. This, incidentally, proves
the necessity of our inequality for k = 1. However, we shall not
make explicit use of this fact, but rather use some of the more
technical properties of C that are established in [5] in the process of
proving the above assertion. These properties are stated in (2.1),
(2.2), and (2.3) below.

(2.1) For all x, ye W - {α0, 60},

conc (x, y) = {O, y), (y, x)} U idw ,

con c (α0, x) = \{x] U {α<: ί e /'}) U id^ ,

conσ (60, x) = \{x) U {δ<: i e Γ}) U idIF ,

con c (α0, δ0) = U {<««, &•>, <h α*>} U id^ .
iel'

(2.2) For any function p in Pn{C), either p is constant, or else
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there exist ie Γ and x < n such that p(x) — h{{xK) for all xenW.

(2.3) For each j e I there exists an equivalence relation over W
that is not preserved by hίf but is preseved by all the other opera-
tions h{.

Statement (2.1) is the same as Lemma 2.2 of [5], and (2.2) com-
bines Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.7 of that paper. To prove (2.3),
consider the equivalence relation.

2(W-{ajf δy}) U {<αΛ αy>, <δΛ &,>} .

To construct the algebra B, choose a set K that is disjoint from
W and has at least m elements. With each index i e I associate a
(k — l)-termed sequence c* of elements of K in such a way that, for
all ί, j e I and ΛΓ, τ < k — 1,

c\ — c{ iff i = j and tc = τ ,

and that there are infinitely many elements in K that are not of the
form c\. Let V = TΓU -K, and define the partial operation #' of rank
& over F ' by letting

g\c\, c\, •••, cJU, a?) = λ*(a?)

for all i e / and xeW, and letting gr' be undefined in all other cases.
Finally, let B = <V, g} be a free closure of the partial algebra j?' =

The proof of the lemma will be based on a rather detailed study
of the functions in P(B). Using Statements (2.4)-(2.11) below, we
will show that if G is a subset of Pk^(B) with Con(jB) = Con(F, G),
then each of the functions ht(i e I) is the restriction to W of a unary
translation of some member of G, and that only finitely many func-
tions hi can be obtained in this manner from each member of G. Since
the cardinal m of I is infinite, this will imply that | G \ ̂  m.

(2.4) For every p e Pn(B), either p(n W) £ TF or p(n W) Π TF = 0 .

Proof. Observe that the relation φ = 2 W U id^ is a strong con-
gruence relation over B', and therefore has an extension #eCon(i?)
such that x/θ = x/φ for all xeV. Therefore, if p(y) e W for one
sequence yenW, then for any other sequence zenW we have y/θ =
«/0, hence p{y)θp{z), which implies that p(z) e W.

(2.5) For every peP^B), either p{V - V) Q V- V or p is
constant.
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Proof. Suppose there exists xeV — V wi th p(x)e V. By (1.7),

d— \V ~ V) U idF, is a congruence relation over B. Therefore, if

ye V — V, then xθy, hence p(x)θp(y), which implies that p(y) = p(x).
Thus p is constant on F - V. If ye V, then p(y) is in the relation
conβ {y, z) to the element p(z) — p(x) for every z e V — V, and by
(1.10) this implies that p(y) — p(x).

It is an immediate consequence of (2.5) that if pePn(B), xenV,
and p(x) e V, then those terms of x that do not belong to V can be
replaced by arbitrary members of V, — in particular by members of
W, —without changing the value of the function. This fact will be
used several times.

(2.6) For every peP^B), either p(V) Π K = 0 or p = idF or p
is constant.

Proof. Suppose there exists x e V with p(x) e K. Since the ele-
ment d = p(x) belongs to V and is not in the range of g'', it follows
from (1.5) that d is not in the range of g. First suppose d Φ x.
For any ye V — {d}, if we let θ = conβ {x, y), then it follows by (1.2)
that d/θ = {d}. Since p{y)θd, this implies that p{y) = d. To show
that p(d) is also equal to d, we merely observe that, for each yeV —
{d}y conB(y, d) identifies p(d) and d, and then apply (1.10).

Now suppose d = x. By (1.3), if e e K — {d}, then the conΰ (d, e)-
class of d consists of d and e alone, whence it follows that p(e) = c£
or p(e) = β. If p(e) = ώ for one such element e, then p is constant
by the first part of the proof. We may therefore assume that p
maps every member of K onto itself. To show that in this case
p{y) = V for all ye V, it is sufficient to prove that the intersection
of all the relations conβ (y, e) with e e K is idF.

It is thus sufficient to show that for any two distinct elements
z, u e V, there exists e e K such that con^ (y, e) does not identify z
and u. Let L be the set consisting of all the elements c\ with ie I
and tc < k — 1. There exists a finite subset M oί K ~ L such that
y, z, and % are in the subalgebra of B generated by W U L U M. Let
(O' be the map of V into V that takes each member of W \J L\J M
into itself, and all the elements of K — (L U M) into y. This map p'
is an endomorphism of the partial algebra Br, for every sequence in
the domain of gf is mapped onto itself by p', and every element in
the range of g' is also mapped onto itself. Therefore, pf extends to
an endomorphism p of B. Every element in the subalgebra of B
generated by W U L U M is mapped onto itself by p, and in particular,
this is true of the elements y, z, and u. We now make use of the
fact that K — L is infinite to choose an element e in K that is not
in L U M. Since p{e) = y = /9(τ/), con^ (?/, β) is contained in the kernel
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of p, and since ρ(z) Φ ρ(u), this shows that conβ (y9 e) does not identify

z and u.

(2.7) If xe V - V and θ = conβ(60, x), then ajθ = {αj for all

ίeΓ.

Proof. We first note that if p is any algebraic function of rank
one over B, and if p(b0) = α* for some i e /', then p is constant. In
fact, if there is a nonconstant function p with this property, then
there is a simplest such function. Since p is neither constant nor
the identity function, there exist algebraic functions q0, ql9 •• ,g*_i
of rank one over B, all of them simpler than p, such that

p(y) =

for all yeV. In particular,

By (1.5), g can be replaced by g' in this formula, and we infer from
the definition of gf that qκ(b0) — c\ for Λ: < k — 1, and that <fe_i(&0) is
either α̂  or α0. We conclude that ĝ fc_1 must be constant, and by (2.6)
the other functions qκ are also constant. Thus p must be constant,
contrary to our assumption.

Now suppose atθy. Then there exist elements zOf zl9 -- ,zneV,
and algebraic functions p0, pl9 , pn_t of one variable over B such
t h a t z0 = ai9 zn = y, and {zκ, zκ+1} = {pκ(b0), pκ(x)} for K = 0, 1, , n - 1.

We have shown that if po(δo) = aif then ^0 is constant, and by (2.6),
po(x) = a,i also implies that p0 is constant. Thus, in either case, a{ —
z0 = 21# By repeating this argument we infer that zκ = a{ for all Λ: ^
n and, therefore, y = at.

(2.8) If pePn(B), and if ί>(ΛTΓ)S TF and p is constant on W,
then p is constant.

Proof. By symmetry we may assume that p(x) = α̂  for all x e n W.
In particular then, p(b0, b0, •••, 60) = <V Choosing yeV — V, we
infer that con^δo, y) identifies p{y, y, •••,!/) and aif and by (2.7) this
implies that p(y9 y9 , y) = a{. From this the conclusion follows by
(2.5).

(2.9) Suppose pePn(B) and xen~ιV, and for ze V let

p\z) = p(xθ9xl9 - >,xn-2, z) .

If pf Γ W = h for some ieΓ, then there exists ?/ e "" îΓ such that, for

all ze W9
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p ' { z ) = p(y0, y l f •••, y n _ 2 , z) .

Proof. By (2.5), any term xκ that belongs to V — V can be
replaced by an arbitrary member of V without changing the function
pf \ W. It is therefore sufficient to show that if a term xκ that be-
longs to W is replaced by some other member of V, then the values
of pr on W do not change. It is clearly sufficient to consider the
case when n = 2 and x is therefore simply an element in W. We
may further assume that x Φ a0, ai9 for if x — a0 or x — aif then the
α's and the &'s can be interchanged in the argument that follows.

For ye Vlet q(y) = p(y, a0). Then q(x) = ate W, whence it follows
that q maps W into itself. Thus q [ W is a member of the set Pι{C),
and must therefore be constant by (2.2), since it cannot be one of
the functions h3 . By (2.8), q is therefore constant, i.e., we have
P(y, α<>) = en for all yeV.

For all yf ze V let py(z) = p(y, z). Then py(a0) = α{, and there-
fore py maps W into itself. Using (2.2) we infer that each of the
functions py [ W is either equal to hi9 or else is constant. If py is
constant, then p(y9 bQ) = ai9 while p(x, 60) = b{. For ye V — V this
cannot be the case, for by (1.9) con^ (x9 y) does not identify at and 6<.
For such values of 2/ we must therefore have p(y, z) = /&<(s) for all
^G T7. But by (2.5), if this holds for one value of y in V — V,
then it holds for all yeV.

(2.10) If n < k and p e Pn{B), then there are only finitely many
indices ie I such that some unary translation of p agrees with h{ on W.

Proof. Suppose x, ye n~ι V, and for z e V let

p\z) = p(x0, xl9 •-, xn_2, z) ,

p"(z) = p(yOf yu , 2/Λ-2, «) .

Suppose each of the functions pr and p " agrees on W with some
function /&,-. By (2.9) we may assume that a?, 7/ e n~ιK. Let

X - {<α?,, 2/.>: A: = 0, 1, - - , w - 2} ,

and let θ = con5 (X). It will be shown that θ identifies no two dis-
tinct members of W. Since pr(z)θp"(z) for all z e V, this implies that
pf and pft agree on W. Thus by fixing all but the last coordinate,
and restricting the resulting function to W, we obtain at most one
function ht. The same is of course true of the other coordinates, and
the total number of functions ht obtainable in this manner is there-
fore finite, — in fact at most n.

Let θ' be the smallest equivalence relation over V with X £ θ\
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Then z/θ' = {z} for all z e W, and θ = con5 (#')• Observe that no two
distinct sequences in the domain of g' are identified by θ\ In fact,
such sequences have the form

« CJ, , CJU, x) , « C\, , Ci_2, 7/>

with i, j e I and x, ye W. lί x Φ y, then a; and 7/ are not identified
by 0', and if i Φ j , then the 2k — 2 distinct elements c* and cj cannot
all occur as coordinates of members of X, and therefore there is some
K < k — 1 such that θ' does not identify cj and c{. We infer that θ'
is a congruence relation over 2?', so that by (1.6) θ is an extension
of θ\ Since 0' identifies no two distinct members of W, it follows
that the same is true of θ, as was to be shown.

(2.11) If peP^B), and if there exists an equivalence relation φ
over W such that the equivalence relation φ U 2( V — V) U id* is not
preserved by p, then p { W — hi for some ie I.

Proof. Let θ = φ\J\V- V')\Jiάκ. By (2.4) and (2.6), either
p( W) C ϊΓ or p( W) ξΞ: V — V. In the latter case, however, p would
preserve θ, because by (2.5), p also maps V — V into V ~ V\ Thus
we must have p( W) g TΓ. Since every congruence relation over C
extends to a congruence relation over B, it follows that p [ We Pi(C).
Consequently, by (2.2), either p { W is constant, or else it is equal
to one of the functions h{. However, if p \ W were constant, then
by (2.8), p would be constant, and would therefore preserve θ. Thus
p f w z= hi for some ie Γ. The case i = 0 is easily ruled out, for if
p(x) — x for all xeW, then p preserves θ. Thus ie I.

To complete the proof of the lemma, suppose G is a subset of
Pk^(B) with Con (B) = Con(F, G), and let G' be the set of all unary
translations of members of G. For each j e I there exists by (2.3)
an equivalence relation φ over W that is not preserved by hjf but
is preserved by all the other operations h{. Since φ is not a con-
gruence relation over C, it does not extend to a congruence relation
over B and, in particular, the relation θ = φ (J \V — V) (J idx is not
a congruence relation over B. Therefore, there must be an operation
p in Gf that does not preserve θ, and by (2.11) we have p \ W = h{

for some ie I. We claim that, in fact, i — j . To see that, consider
two elements x, ye Vsuch that xθy but not p{x)θp(y). Clearly x and
y are either both in W or both in F - F . In the latter case, how-
ever, p{x) and p(y) would also belong to V — V according to (2.5),
and would therefore be identified by θ. Thus, x, ye W and zφy, but
not hi(x)φhi(y). In other words, h{ does not preserve φ, and therefore
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We have shown that for each j e I there exists pό e G' such that
Vo Γ W — ̂  By (2.10), only finitely many of these functions p3- can
be translations of the same function in G. Since the cardinal m of
I is infinite, it follows that | G | ^ m.

The final condition in the lemma is obviously satisfied. In fact, α0

and 60 do not belong to the range of g, and neither do the members
of K.

3* The proof of the theorem* Suppose μ and μ' are two
multiplicity types, k is a positive integer, and

Let

and choose an infinite cardinal m such that

Choose a set / of cardinality N, and for each ί e I an algebra J3; =
< V<, Qi) that satisfies all the conditions of the lemma, i.e., the rank
of gζ is k, there is no set G £ Pk^(Bi) such that Con (J3*) = Con (F,, G)
and I G I < m, and there are two distinct elements in Vt that do not
belong to the range of g{. Assuming that the sets Vt are pairwise
disjoint, let V be their union, and consider the partial algebra

Finally, let A = <J7,/<(ie /)> be a free closure of B'. Thus A is an
algebra with N k-ary operations, and there clearly exists an algebra
of the multiplicity type μ whose congruence lattice is equal to Con (A).
To complete the proof it is therefore sufficient to show that there is
no algebra of the multiplicity type μf whose congruence lattice is
equal to Con (A). We shall in fact prove the stronger statement
that if G is any subset of P(A) with Con (A) = Con (U, G), then either
I GI ^ m, or else G has at least N members of rank k or more. The
information about the functions in P(A) that is needed for this pur-
pose is contained in (3.1)-(3.4) below.

(3.1) If pePn(A) and iel, then either ί>(wF<)£ Vt or p(nVi)Γ\
Vi= 0 .

Proof. Observe that Θ = 2V{ U 2(U - F<) is a congruence relation
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over A. In fact, for j Φ i the range of fs is contained in U — Vi
by (1.5). If the sequences x, yekU are identified by Θ, then either
%yy€kVi, in which case f^x) and /<(#) belong to Vi9 or else xKf yκe U-
Vi for some fc < &, and therefore f{(x) and /;(?/) are both in U — V
by (1.5). In either case, fi(x)θfly).

Now suppose p(x)eVi for some xenVi. For every yenVi we
then have p(x)θp(y), hence p(i/)e V*. Thus p(*V<) S V<.

(3.2) If peP^A), and if there exist iel and xeU — Vi such
that p(α) G Fί, then p is constant.

Proof. It is easy to check that θ = 2( £7 — F<) U ά ^ is a con-
gruence relation over A. Therefore, if yeU— Vif then p{x)θp(y),
hence p(τ/) = p(x). Thus p is constant on U — Vif say p(y) = d for
all 7/ G ί7 — V<. To show that this equation also holds for y e Vif

observe that, for each zeU — Vi9 p(y) is in the relation ConA(y, z)
to the element p(z) = d, and that by (1.10) the intersection of these
relations is id^.

The same observation applies here as was made concerning (2.5):
If pePn(A), xenU, and p(x)e Vi9 then those terms of x that do not
belong to Vi can be replaced by arbitrary members of U without
changing the value of the function.

(3.3) If pePn(A)> i, j e I, i*3, PCVJS Vi9 and p(nVj)^ Vi9

then there exists tc < n such that p(x) = xκ for all xe nV{ U nV3 .

Proof. First suppose n = 1. If xe Vi and ye Vjf then p(x) and
p(y) are identified by con^ (xf y), and by (1.6) they are therefore also
identified by con^ (#, y). It is easy to check that

con5, (x, y) - {(x, y), (y, x}} U idF, .

Therefore, p(x) = x and p(y) = y.
Now suppose n > 1, and assume that the statement holds when-

ever n is replaced by a smaller integer. Choose elements xe Vt and
ye Vj that do not belong to the ranges of gt and gjf and therefore
do not belong to the range of any of the operations of A. The ele-
ments p(xf x, •••,&) and p(yf y, , y) belong to Vt and Vά, respec-
tively, and are identified by con^ (x, y), whence it follows that
p{x, x, - , x) = x and p(y, y, , y) — y. Therefore, the element
p(x, x, , x, y) is identified with x by con^ (xf y), and so by (1.3) is
equal to either x or y.

Case 1. p(x, x, -- 9χfy) = y. By (3.2) this implies t h a t p(z0,

zl9 , zn_2, y) = y for all z e n~1U. Therefore, p(z0, zu , zn_2, x) is
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identified with y by con^ (x, y), and is therefore equal to either x or y.
Suppose, for some zen~1Uf p(zθ9 zl9 , zn_2f x) = y. Then, by

(3.2), p(z0, zl9 , zn_2, u) = y for all ue U. If zκφ y, then by (1.2),
conA{x9 zκ) does not identify y with any other element of ϋ, and we
can therefore replace zκ by x without changing the value of the func-
tion. Thus if we let zf

κ — x when zκφ y and z'κ = y if zκ — y, then
p(z'o> %[>- — > z'n-2> y) — V- Consequently p(x, x, , x, u) is identified with

y by con^ (x, y), and must therefore be equal to either x or y. From
the fact that p(x, x, , x9 y) = y, we infer that for u Φ x p(xf x9 ,
x, u) cannot be equal to x, because by (1.2) conA (yf u) does not iden-
tify x and y. Therefore, p(x, xf , xf u) = y whenever u Φ X, while
p(x, x, , x) — x. However, this is impossible because, by (1.10), the
intersection of all the congruence relations con^ (xf u) with u Φ x is
equal to idUf and therefore does not identify x and y. We have
therefore shown that, for all ze n~ιU, p(z0, zlf , 2n_2, x) — x. From
this and the fact that p(z0, zlf , zn_2, y) = y we infer by (3.1) that
the map u—>p(z0, zlf , zn_2, u) takes F* into F^ and Fy into V3 , and
by the case n — 1 it follows that £>(20, ^i, , zn_2, w>) — u for all u 6
Vi U Fy. In particular, therefore, p(z) = zn^ for all zenViU nVβ.

Case 2. p(xf x, ---, x, y) = x. By (3.1), the map z-+p(z0, zl9 ,

«*-2, 2/) takes " ^ F * into F, , and since p{y,y9 •• ,y) = y> this map
also takes "^F,- into Vά. By the inductive hypothesis it follows that
there exists K < n — 1 such that £>(£0, ^, , ^_2, y) — zκ for all z e
""^F* U ""^Fy. For a fixed sequence zenVi9 the map ^—>p(20, «i, •••>
««-2, u) is constant by (3.2), because it takes y into the element zκ of
Fi- Therefore,

p(z) = p(z0, zίy , sΛ_2, 2/) = ^ .

For a sequence zenVj, the elements p(^0, ^, , ^%_2, x) and p(^0,
^i, , zn_2j y) — zκ are identified by con^ (xf y). In the particular case
when zκ is an element of V3 that is different from y and is not in
the range of any one of the basic operations of A it follows by (1.2)
that p(z0, zlf , zn_2, x) = zκ. Therefore, by (3.1), p(z0, zί9 , zn_2y x) e
Vj for every zenV3-> and by (3.2) we can therefore replace x by any
member of U without changing the value of the function. In par-
ticular, therefore,

p(z) = p(z0, zl9 , zΛ_2, y) = zκ .

(3.4) Suppose p e Pn(A), ie I, and φ is an equivalence relation
over V^ If φ U \U — F )̂ is not preserved by p, then p(nVi) S F<, and
p ^%Fi does not preserve ^.

Proof. Let 5 = $5 U \U - Vi). If p does not map nVi into Vif
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then by (3.1), p(nVi)S U - V^ It follows that the range of p is
contained in U — Vi9 for if there were a sequence x in nU with
p(x)e Viy then by (3.2) there would be such a sequence in nV{. But
this means that the whole range of p is contained in one 0-class, and
therefore p preserves θ. Thus p{nVi) £ F*.

Now suppose φ is preserved by p{nVi. Considering any two
sequences x,yenU with x/θ = y/θ, we wish to show that p{x)θp{y).
This is certainly true if both p{x) and p(y) are in U — Vif and we
may therefore assume that p(x) e F*. Observe that, for each K <
n, xκ and yκ are either both in F< or both in U — F<; for notational
convenience assume that xκ, yκe Vi for fc < τ and α?,, yκe U — V{ for
T ^ /c <n. For 2 e r ί 7 let

and observe that p'(x0, xlf , xτ- ) = p(ί*0 e F< by (3.2), hence p'CF^) g
Vi by (3.1). In particular,

P(v) = p'(Vo, Vi, " , 2/r-i) e F< .

Let xf

κ = »τΛ and yi = yc for Λ: < r, and choose a?i = #i e V, for r ^ Λ: <
n. Then α?7<? = 2/'/β and, by (3.2), p(x') = p(x) and p{y') = p(y). Con-
sequently p{x)φp{y), and therefore p(x)θp(y). Thus p preserves 0.
This contradiction completes the proof of (3.4).

To complete the proof of the theorem, suppose G £ P(A), \G\ <
m, and Con (A) = Con(Z7, G). For each i e I let Ĝ  be the set of all
functions p in G such that, for some equivalence relation φ over Vi9

p does not preserve ΦU2(U— F<). Also let Gί be the set of all
restrictions of functions in G{ to Vt. By (3.4), the functions in G
are operations over Vif and C o n ( ^ ) = Con(Fi, Gί). In fact, every
congruence relation φ over B{ extends to a congruence relation θ
over A, and since the members of Ĝ  preserve θ, their restriction to
Vi obviously preserve φ. On the other hand, if the equivalence rela-
tion φ over Vi is not a congruence relation over Bif then the relation
θ — φ u 2( ?7 — F<) is not a congruence relation over A. Hence there
is some member p of G{ that does not preserve θ, and by (3.4) this
implies that the restriction of p to F< does not preserve φ. Since
the algebras .Ẑ  satisfy the conditions of the lemma, there exists for
each ί e I an operation in G{ whose rank is at least k. Finally, by
(3.3) and (3.4), the sets G{ must be pairwise disjoint, and we conclude
that there must be at least N operations in G whose rank is k or
more. This completes the proof.
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